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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

THERMAL BAG with INDEPENDENT HEATING, for the transport of 3 PIZZAS of 46 cm :
designed to contain large pizzas (46 cm);
can contain up to 3 pizzas (containers h.2.5 cm);
the system is composed of an INDUCTION CHARGING STATION  (Mod.CHCT-XLPTDS200), a THERMAL STORAGE DISC (Mod.CHCT-
PFPD001), and an INSULATED BAG for maintaining heat (Mod.CHCT-XLVV001);
the Thermal Disc is housed in a hidden compartment inside the thermal bag and must be removed only in case of replacement;
the bag complete with disc positioned on the induction charging station automatically activates heat transmission ;
a red light indicates that charging is in progress, the light turns green when the bag is at temperature and ready for use,
simple, wireless rechargeable and reliable;
bag and disc are sold separately;
initial charge in 2.5 minutes ;
subsequent recharge in 60 seconds ;
keeps pizzas hot for a 45 minute delivery time ;
the transport system (disc + thermal bag) weighs 1.8 kg;
the charging station does not heat externally;
the charging station performs self-diagnostic functions and warns the user in case of errors;
easy to operate, membrane panel and bright displays are easy to understand and use;
the charging station is designed to operate on a standard worktop or 'drop-in' for bespoke shelving;
the charging station is designed to resist flour, dust, oil, grease and various other food substances found in kitchens.

AVAILABLE MODELS

CHCT-XLVV001

Pizza cooler bags
Rechargeable HOT THERMAL BAG with 45 Minutes Max
Autonomy, for transporting 3 46 cm PIZZAS
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CHCT-PFPD001

Pizza cooler bags
Rechargeable induction FLASHPAK HOT DISC for thermal
bag Mod: CHCT-STDSTDVV001 and CHCT-XLVV001

CHCT-XLPTDS200

Pizza cooler bags
Induction charging station for thermal bag Mod.CHCT-
XLVV001 (initial charge 2.5 min, subsequent charge 20
sec), with self-diagnosis, resistant to flour, dust, oil,
grease and other substances, V.230/1, Kw .1.8, weight
9.1 Kg, external dimensions mm.552x517x217h
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